The spatial pattern of established seedlings yields valuable information about variation in fecundity, dispersal, and spatial structure of distributed recruits, but separating maternal and paternal contributions in monoecious species has been hampered by the ''2 parent'' problem. It is now possible to determine the maternal parentage of established recruits with genetic assay of maternally derived tissues of the seed or fruit, but the DNA of weathered maternal tissues often yields unreliable genotypes, reducing the practical range of such assay. We develop a mixed assay of seedling and seed (pericarp) tissues and illustrate it with distributed recruits of California valley oak (Quercus lobata Née). Detailed analysis indicates correct maternal assignment rates of canopy patch recruits of 56% (seedling assay only) versus 94% (mixed assay). For open patch recruits, maternal assignment rates were less than 50% (seedling assay only) versus 91% (mixed assay). The strategy of choice is to use seedling genotypes to identify a small set of credible parental candidates and then deploy 3-4 well-chosen pericarp/endocarp loci to reduce that list to a single obvious maternal candidate. The increase in the number of recruits available for subsequent analysis is pronounced, increasing precision and statistical power for subsequent inference. Key words: distributed recruits, maternal assay, microsatellites, Quercus
Seed dispersal is one of the most important demographic and genetic stages in the life of a plant because it is the only opportunity, barring vegetative spread, for colonization of new sites (Howe and Smallwood 1982; Howe and Miriti 2000) . It also impacts the subsequent spread of genes across the landscape (c.f. Cain et al. 2000; Jordano and Schupp 2000; Dalling et al. 2002; Holbrook et al. 2002; Gómez 2003; Sork and Smouse 2006) , affecting both local and regional patterns of genetic affinity. Notwithstanding its importance, precise delineation of the pattern of seed dispersal has been problematic because we have been severely restricted in our ability to designate the maternal source of dispersed seeds accurately, forcing us to study isolated trees (e.g., Augspurger and Kitajima 1992) , or to track seeds by tagging them with materials, such as metal (Sork 1984) , thread (Forget 1992) , fluorescent dyes (Levey and Sargent 2000) , or by radio tracking (Pons and Pausas 2007) . Genetic assay of dispersed seedlings has provided limited parental resolution, particularly for monoecious organisms, where one must both identify and separate maternal and paternal parents (Meagher and Thompson 1987) . For dioecious organisms, separating the pollen and seed parents of a 2-parent pair is straightforward. For monoecious organisms, the usual practice is to designate the closer candidate as the seed donor González-Martínez et al. 2006; Hadfield et al. 2006) . Although that choice may be attractive (on average), it can be seriously misleading for subsequent inference on both seed and pollen dispersal distributions (e.g., Aldrich and Hamrick 1998; Chapman et al. 2003; Jordano et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007; Sezen et al. 2009; Moran and Clark 2011) .
Recently, developed genetic assay methods for maternally derived tissues have enabled accurate maternal identification of seeds from seed traps or storage granaries (Godoy and Jordano 2001; Schueler et al. 2003; Ziegenhagen et al. 2003; Grivet et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2005; Garcia et al. 2007; Hanson et al. 2007; Jordano et al. 2007; Scofield et al. 2010) , effectively extending traditional paternity analysis (Devlin et al. 1988; Roeder et al. 1989 ) for pollen dispersal (Devlin and Ellstrand 1990; Adams and Birkes 1991; Adams et al. 1992; Smouse and Meagher 1994; Burczyk et al. 1996 Burczyk et al. , 2002 Burczyk et al. , 2004 Burczyk and Prat 1997; Smouse et al. 1999 ) to maternity analysis for seed dispersal (Grivet et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2005; Hadfield et al. 2006; Pairon et al. 2006; RobledoArnuncio and Garcia 2007; Jones and Muller-Landau 2008; Moran and Clark 2011; Scofield et al. 2011) .
For assay of already germinated recruits, however, many field situations compromise the quality of maternal tissue DNA, making it difficult to obtain good quality genotypes, and yielding only partial genotypes for many seeds. Although improved error models may be constructed (Moran and Clark 2011) , the accuracy of the resulting maternity analysis suffers in many cases, and we are often forced to exclude large numbers of natural recruits from analysis (e.g., Godoy and Jordano 2001; Grivet et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2005; Garcia et al. 2007 ). Meanwhile, seedling genotypes of those natural recruits often provide reliable maternal information, which can be used when the seedling and seed remain attached. We should be able to improve maternal inference considerably, if we were to combine seedling with maternal tissue information.
The object of this paper to present a novel method that combines genetic typing of seedling tissue with that of maternally inherited tissue (from the seed or fruit) for a joint maternal analysis of natural recruits. We test the analysis on natural recruits of valley oak (Quercus lobata Née), sampled from seed shadows directly beneath the canopies of single maternal adults (henceforth, ''canopy patches''), heavily influenced by gravity but with some small-scale secondary (animal vectored) seed movements (Grivet et al. 2009 ). We then generalize seedling-based maternity analysis to the case where we have maternal tissue-based data from the pericarp and also to the case where we missing genotypes for the maternal candidates. We next conduct the analysis on a subset of these recruits for which maternity can be designated with considerable confidence, introducing random ''missing loci'' in their pericarps (in silico), to illustrate the impact of partial pericarp assay on maternal analysis. Finally, we extend the analysis to ''open patch'' recruits, found away from any reproductive adults (Grivet et al. 2009 ), where pericarp genotypes are more fragmentary. We show that adding even partial pericarp information to seedling information improves maternal inference greatly.
Materials and Methods

Naturally Distributed Recruits
The population of sampled recruits was located in the Figueroa Creek valley of Sedgwick Reserve, managed by the University of California at Santa Barbara, as part of the University of California Natural Reserve System, and located in the Santa Ynez Valley, Santa Barbara Co, California (34°40#52$N, 120°02#24$W). Sedgwick Reserve consists of oak savanna habitat, dominated by valley oak, Q. lobata Née, interspersed with Q. agrifolia Née and Q. douglasii Hook. & Arn. The study species is Q. lobata (valley oak), a California endemic distributed across savannah, woodland, and riparian forest ecosystems (Pavlik et al. 1991) .
Canopy Patch Recruits
Valley oak acorns are often dispersed by gravity, resulting in establishment beneath the canopies of maternal adults. In January 2003, Grivet et al. (2009) sampled a series of 21 maternal canopy patches and assayed seedlings (and the pericarps of attached acorns) for 6 microsatellite markers, a total of 399 recruits. A total of 169 recruits provided both a 6-locus seedling and a 6-locus pericarp genotype, the latter identical with the maternal genotype, even when the adult above the recruit was not that parent (Grivet et al. 2009 ). We obviously know maternity for these 169 recruits, providing a ''truth reference'' benchmark, against which to compare maternal inference when there are missing genetic loci for the pericarp, which we can randomly insert in silico. The other 230 recruits had one or more pericarp genetic loci that were either missing or problematic. We have used these 399 recruits to answer 2 basic questions: How often can we correctly designate maternity with seedling assay alone? How does the performance of maternal designation improve as we increase the number of assayed pericarp loci? The results will show what can be done with seedling genotypes, with and without the availability of additional pericarp information from these same recruits.
Open Patch Recruits
Acorns are also dispersed away from any adult, being collected and scatter hoarded by western scrub jays (Aphelocoma californica) and western gray squirrels (Sciurus griseus) and buried in burrows by small rodents, such as the white-footed mouse (Peromyscus fasciculata). After searching the entire study site from March-June 2003, we located 5 patches of seedling recruits that had just germinated and matured leaves but that still had attached acorns (Grivet et al. 2009 ). From 4 of these open patches, we sampled 259 newly established seedlings with attached acorns (we excluded the southernmost patch of Grivet et al. [2009] , as we had not exhaustively sampled all the adults in that area). Soil moisture in open patches was noticeably less than that for the canopy patches, the latter shaded by the leafy foliage of the adults above, and desiccation of the seeds is greater in the open. Moreover, the open patch recruits were sampled in the dry summer, whereas the canopy patch recruits were sampled in the moist winter. Probably as a consequence, pericarp assay was more challenging for the open patch recruits, but we used what pericarp information we could obtain to augment the corresponding seedling genotypes and evaluated our ability to designate maternity for these open patch recruits as well.
Microsatellite Analysis
Over a several year period, we have also obtained almost complete sampling and genotyping of valley oak adults for the Figueroa Creek site. The methods for both leaf and pericarp tissue DNA extraction and PCR analyses have been described by Grivet et al. (2005 Grivet et al. ( , 2009 , and we used the same 6 microsatellite loci (msq4, qpzag1/5, qpzag9, qpZAG36, qrzag11, and qrzag20).
We provide allele frequencies for the 6-locus microsatellite battery for the 352 adults in our sample in Supplementary Appendix Table 1 . The 6-locus adult match probability from this battery is 5.52 Â 10
À7
, the product of the single-locus values at the bottom of Supplementary Appendix Table 1 (data deposited in the Dryad repository: doi:10.5061/dryad.4bm3739j). There are a few missing genotypes for each locus, so the numbers of alleles that have yielded reliable assay are also indicated. We can deal productively with a few missing genotypes in the adult data set.
Seedling-Based Maternal Inference
The larger object of the Valley Oak Study is to elucidate differential parental fecundity and the seed dispersal distribution, as those contribute to the spatial pattern of genetic affinity, but the focus of this paper is maternity analysis per se. The mathematical argument (normally including both differential fecundity and a dispersal kernel) can be much simplified for our limited purposes here. Given a collection of K candidate maternal parents, the total probability of any particular seedling genotype (S j ) is
where Pr(M k ) is the usual Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium frequency expected of the kth maternal genotype, and X jk 5PrðS j jM k Þ is the probability that the kth maternal genotype would produce an offspring with seedling genotype S j , computed for each seedling and maternal candidate, gene-by-gene (g 5 1, . . . , G 5 6) as
where Pr (M k,g ) is the Hardy-Weinberg frequency of the kth maternal candidate's gth genetic locus, and X jk,g is the Mendelian probability of that mother yielding the required seedling genotype for the gth genetic locus of seedling S j . Reversing the argument, the likelihood that the jth seedling is attributable to the kth maternal candidate, is
Given the high resolution of our 6-locus microsatellite battery, most maternal candidates (M k ) will have X jk 5 0 for most seedlings (S j ), and though few seedlings will achieve a categorically obvious maternal match (L kj 5 1) with a single maternal candidate, we can expect a small to modest number of credible maternal candidates with 0 , X jk , 1 for each seedling. We can utilize genetic information that is less than maternally categorical, but for which we are either confident of correct genotyping or can account for common forms of genotyping error with degraded tissue. The bookkeeping is elaborate but is a straightforward application of standard parentage analysis, as encoded in software, such as CERVUS (see Marshall et al. 1998) , PATQUEST (Smouse et al. 1999) , FAMOZ (Gerber et al. 2003) , or NEIGHBOR ).
Mixed Seedling-Pericarp Assay
If we sample the seedling recruits for Quercus species within 6-9 months of germination, we can usually find the buried acorn in the ground, still attached to the seedling, and that permits assay of maternal tissue. For oaks, the best tissue for that assay is the pericarp. The obvious attraction of adding pericarp analysis is that among those maternal candidates with L jk . 0, from the seedling-based analysis, the kth maternal candidate either has a genotype that matches the pericarp (X jk 5 1) or it does not (X jk 5 0). With the addition of pericarp genotype, only the maternal candidates with X jk 5 1 survive in Equation 3, reducing the posterior likelihood of maternity to L kj 5 1 for the matching maternal candidate and L kj 5 0 for all other candidates. For the gth locus, the basic strategy is to replace the (0 , X jk,g , 1)-value from the seedling with that from the pericarp (either X jk,g 5 0 or 1). With a complete 6-locus pericarp genotype, we will convert all seedling likelihood values (0 , L kj , 1) to either (L kj 5 0, for non-maternal individuals) or (L kj 5 1, for the correct maternal candidate) and can reduce the list of maternal candidate from a small number of individuals to one.
The field reality, however, is that many of the pericarps are missing one or more loci. For some fraction of the recruits, we will achieve categorical designation of the maternal parent. For others, we are left with a reduced set of maternal candidates but without an obvious designee. At worst, however, we will have sharpened the posterior likelihood resolution on those remaining candidates, perhaps enough to justify a compelling likelihood-based assignment.
Null Alleles in the Pericarp
An additional issue that arises, as a result of degraded pericarp tissue, is the presence of null alleles (Dakon and Avise 2004; Scofield et al. 2010) , wherein a single allele at a locus fails to amplify. With null alleles, the pericarp genotype appears to be homozygous but may actually be heterozygous. We follow the method described in Scofield et al. (2010) and assign this event a small probability Pr null , which in practice may differ among loci, depending on amplification conditions. Imagine that at the C-locus, the pericarp is homozygous (P j 5 C h C h ), whereas the maternal candidate is heterozygous (M k 5 C h C i ), with one maternal allele matching the single pericarp allele. Denote the probability that the genotype observed in the pericarp is actually heterozygous by l N 5 Pr null ; then the probability that the pericarp is both heterozygous and carrying the maternal C i allele is l N Áq i . Without genotyping error, the forward probability of the pericarp-maternal candidate match is X jk,C 5 0; with genotyping error, we instead assign a (small) forward probability of a match, X jk,C 5 l N Áq i . Alternatively, imagine that both the pericarp and the maternal candidate are homozygous and have matching genotypes at the C-locus (P j 5 C h C h 5 M k ). There is a l N probability that the pericarp has a null allele and a l N Á(1 À q h ) probability that the missing allele is ''not'' the matching allele in the maternal candidate. With genotyping error, the probability of the pericarp-maternal match is
The estimate used for l N may be obtained by regenotyping loci (Bonin et al. 2004; Scofield et al. 2010) , by extension from a related study, or by establishing a baseline expectation, absent further data. The value we used here (l N 5 0.02) was estimated by regenotyping pericarps from Q. agrifolia at the same site (Scofield et al. 2010) . By using a null allele error probability of l N 5 0.02, we penalized the D kj likelihood values of candidates with an apparent null allele by ;1.7 (plus a factor due to frequency of the missing allele) for that particular (null) locus, ensuring that only strongly (or uniquely) supported maternal candidates would survive the adjustment. Some studies have found higher rates for other Quercus species (e.g., 5% by Moran and Clark [2011] ), but the essential logic of the adjustment would be the same.
Missing Adult Genotypes
We also encounter cases where some of the sampled maternal candidates are missing particular marker locus information. To be definite, suppose that the kth maternal candidate is missing a D-locus genotype. If we have a D-locus genotype from the jth seedling, however, and if that maternal candidate is not excluded for that seedling on the basis of other loci, then summing over all possible maternal genotypes, we obtain:
If the pericarp P j is compatible with the maternal candidate for all other loci, then
In short, we insert the appropriate Hardy-Weinberg frequencies for missing D-locus genotypes in maternal candidates, using either the seedling or pericarp genotypes from the recruits themselves. That allows us to add an occasional sampled adult for which we have one or more missing microsatellite loci.
Gaging Maternal Resolution
As we add either seedling or pericarp information to the assay battery for the recruit, 2 things should happen. First, more and more maternal candidates should be excluded (X jk 5 0) as we add genetic loci to the assay battery. Given enough seedling information, there would eventually be no more than 2 residual (maternal and paternal) candidates, though without pericarp genotype, we should allocate maternity equally to each of them for the monoecious case. A certain fraction of the paternal parents will be nonlocal (from off-site) and unsampled, of course, and for those cases, a single surviving local (maternal) parent will be present. Second, as we add genetic loci to the assay battery, the likelihood values of the surviving maternal candidates diverge, and even if the list is not reduced to 2 parental candidates, we can allocate maternity on the basis of relative likelihood values.
Our objective here is to determine how much more powerful is the mixed maternal assay than seedling assay only. We evaluate success both in terms of the numbers of maternal candidates that survive the winnowing process and in terms of their degree of likelihood divergence. We gage the latter by the LOD score (log 10 odds ratio) of each candidate, when compared with the most likely candidate, D kj 5 log 10 ½L bj ðbest candidate j R j Þ À log 10 ½L kj ðkth candidatejR j Þ; ð6Þ
computed both for seedling assay only (R j 5 S j ) and for mixed assay (R j 5 P j [ S j ). We tally all maternal candidates whose D kj values , 2.0, the collection of candidates that are no more than 100 times less likely than the best candidate, a fairly generous inclusion criterion. We take the view that adults with D kj . 
Results
The Truth Reference
We began the analysis with a collection of 169 truth reference canopy patch recruits, each of which had both complete 6-locus seedling and 6-locus pericarp genotypes, and for each of which maternity was categorically obvious.
For the first trial, we used just the seedling genotypes to conduct a maternity analysis, attempting to assign each of these recruits to 1 of 352 sampled mothers. That assay yielded a collection of possible parents, but we almost never had enough seedling information to exclude all but 2 parental candidates. With seedling data alone, there were an average of 9.54 plausible maternal candidates per recruit (within a D , 2) window for inclusion, but we were able to assign 94 of 169 of these maternally obvious canopy patch recruits (55.7%) to the correct maternal candidate (Figure 1) , though generally by a small D kj margin. In most cases, the 2 most likely candidates were undoubtedly the maternal and paternal parents, but either could have had the higher likelihood, yielding 50% as the expected correct assignment rate. Earlier studies of pollen flow in this population had established that a small fraction of pollination could be expected from off-site (Sork et al. 2002; Austerlitz et al. 2007) , so the correct paternal parent was sometimes not sampled and not listed among the collection of included candidates. That accounts for the fact that correct maternal assignment rate is slightly higher than 50%. The ''seedlingonly'' success rate is the baseline, against which we compare all other assay combinations. We then randomly added one of the 6 pericarp loci for each recruit and compared our maternal assignment success with that of the 6-locus seedling genotype only, using 100 random trials. We next added 2 random pericarp loci to the seedling genotype, a treatment again replicated 100 times. Subsequent treatments involved adding 3, 4, and 5 random pericarp loci to the 6-locus seedling genotype, each replicated 100 times. For the final treatment, we added all 6 pericarp loci to all 6 seedling loci. The mixed assay results are shown in Figure 1 , for contrast with the 6-locus seedling reference treatment, and indicate that maternal resolution rises steadily and quickly as we add pericarp loci to the seedling battery. As few as 3 pericarp loci added to the seedling battery provide almost 100% correct maternal designation and 4 loci is sufficient to provide categorical designation (Figure 1) .
Not all the assignments were to the candidate immediately above the canopy patch, but all were assigned to adults quite local to the canopy patch, probably due to some secondary animal-vectored movement of acorns between neighboring canopy patches. Not surprisingly, maternal designation was virtually categorical where the pericarp data were complete and reliable because the Pr(multilocus random match) 5 5.52 Â 10 À7 , the 6-locus product of the PI values on the bottom line of Supplementary Appendix Table 1 . The more important observation, however, is that adding as few as 3-4 pericarp loci to the seedling genotype is sufficient to convert a modest likelihood preference for one or both parents into an unambiguous designation of maternity.
Seedling genotypes obviously provide valuable maternal information but are not maternally diagnostic. Among the 169 truth reference recruits, the average best maternal candidate exhibited a D(best-second best)-value of 1.09 (at least 12:1 odds in favor of the best) but was compatible with 9.54 credible maternal candidates within a D kj , 2.0 interval (less than 100:1 odds in favor of the best). As random pericarp loci were added progressively to the assay battery, however, the number of maternal candidates included in the D , 2 window decreased steadily to 1.0, the single obvious candidate (Figure 1 ).
Canopy Patch Recruits with Incomplete Genotypes
On the strength of the analyses with the truth reference recruits (Figure 1) , we can expect progressive improvement of seedling-based maternal assay as we include progressively more pericarp loci. The remaining (230) canopy patch recruits had missing seedling loci or pericarp loci, or both, and some recruits had single pericarp loci that were problematic, excluding all possible maternal candidates. This ''field reality'' is typical of many studies of this kind (c.f. Grivet et al. 2005 Grivet et al. , 2009 Jones et al. 2005; Bacles et al. 2006; Garcia et al. 2007 ). For such real world data sets, it is not uncommon to exclude a large fraction of the recruits from analysis on the basis of such ''genetic assay problems,'' but if we could ''rescue'' these recruits with mixed tissue assay, we could increase our recruit sample sizes substantially.
To assess how much maternal resolution was available for such recruits, we evaluated mixed assay performance for these 230 partial data recruits, grouped by numbers of seedling loci available, and tallied the average number of pericarp loci available for assay. For both seedling-only (S) and mixed tissue (P [ S) assay, we have indicated the average numbers of included maternal candidates (D kj , 2) Figure 1 . Maternal assignment success using the 169 recruits in the maternally obvious data set. In all cases, we use the full battery of 6 seedling loci. The panels indicate success criteria for all recruits versus the number of pericarp loci employed; the pericarp loci used for each recruit were chosen randomly in 100 independent trials. The top panel shows the mean fraction of recruits for which the correct (and obvious) candidate was chosen. The bottom panel shows the mean number of candidates with D(R j ) , 2 5 [log 10 (100)], ranging from 10 (seedling only assay) down to 1 (a single high likelihood candidate).
per recruit, the average value of D(best-second best), as a measure of the confidence with which we can choose among the best candidates as well as the numbers of categorical maternal assignments from the joint assay.
The same trends that were evident for the truth reference recruits (Figure 1) were also evident for all the canopy patch recruits (Table 1) . As expected, the overall performance of both seedling and joint assay improved as the numbers of loci increased. As the assay battery improved, the number of included (D kj , 2) maternal candidates declined and the value of D(best-second best) increased. In other words, as the assay battery improved, so did our ability to make a definitive maternal designation. As above, seedling-only assay (S columns) was not generally sufficient to render maternal analysis categorical, but when we augmented seedling genotypes with 3-4 pericarp loci, we usually rendered maternal designation all but categorical. Mixed assay often reduced the numbers of included (D jk , 2) maternal candidates to the best and second best (evidently the maternal and paternal parents), and more often than not, there was no candidate (other than the obvious maternal choice) within the (D(R j ) , 2) window of inclusion (Table 1 , columns labeled P [ S).
Single-Locus Mismatches
Even with mixed tissue assay, 104 canopy patch recruits did not have an assignable maternal candidate. A detailed comparison of these more difficult recruits with the genotypes of the 352 genotyped adults showed that in 78 of these 104 cases, the seedling was compatible with a single maternal candidate, but one of the pericarp loci did not match. If we removed that single pericarp locus (as for the truth reference) and used only the seedling genotype for that locus, the recruit was only compatible with that single maternal candidate, and we accepted that maternal designation. For 2 recruits, the pericarp loci we did have were compatible with more than one maternal candidate. Using the seedling loci we had for those same loci instead resulted in exclusion of all maternal candidates. By removing one of the mismatching seedling loci, we could identify a single compatible maternal candidate, and we accepted that choice. In the end, we were left with 24 recruits that required multiple removals to find a maternal candidate. These could either be from outside the area of maternal sampling or genetic assay unreliable, so rather than ''pick and choose'' among the available data, searching for a plausible maternal candidate, we chose to treat them as ''not assignable.'' By allowing for single-locus mismatches of the pericarp or seedling, which we view as both compatible with the spirit of ''pericarp rescue'' and preferable to either removing them from consideration or allocating them arbitrarily to inflow from outside the study area, we were able to resolve maternity for all but 24 of 399 total progeny (6%) from the canopy patches. Our final measure of success was (169 pericarp-obvious þ 126 mixed-assay compelling þ 80 single-locus mismatches) equal to 375 with assigned mothers, of 399 recruits (94%). Though the dispersal kernel was not a consideration in these analyses, all these maternal assignments were to adults that were either just above the recruit or to a neighboring adult.
Open Patch Recruits
We also analyzed 259 natural recruits from 4 open patches from the same (2002) mast seeding episode in the Figueroa Creek study area. These large open areas were bordered by genotyped adults that represented the bulk of the more obvious maternal candidates. Pericarp assay in open patches was particularly challenging, however, because the buried acorn pericarp was decayed, and the DNA was somewhat degraded. This difference in DNA degradation in pericarps There were 169 canopy patch recruits with complete seedling (S) and pericarp (P) genotypes and a single maternal match, and 230 canopy patch recruits with missing loci or lacking a maternal match. The open patch recruits had similar characteristics. These data sets are grouped by numbers of seedling (S) and pericarp (P) loci. For seedling (S-only) and joint (P [ S) assay, the average numbers of maternal candidates included within a log-likelihood window, D(R j ) , 2 5 [log 10 (100)], of the best candidate, and the average D(best vs. second best)-value provide measures of maternal likelihood resolution. The numbers of recruits with a specific maternal match are tallied for joint (P [ S) analysis and for a final treatment that removed single mismatched loci. We were able to designate maternity categorically for all but 24 canopy patch and all but 22 open patch recruits with seriously problematic genotypes.
from open sites could be due to different moisture regimes for the buried acorns or to the longer period of exposure of the open patch recruits, or both, but the frequency of the problem underscores the need to incorporate a provision for genotyping error into the assignment procedure. To illustrate, the qrzag11 locus, though expressing well in DNA from seedling leaf tissue, could not always be reliably scored for pericarp tissue, particularly for open patch pericarps. We did include qrzag11 as 1 of the 6 seedling markers to minimize the number of maternal candidates, but we did not use it for the pericarp DNA assays. We present the results of mixed assay for the open patch recruits in the lower panel of The same general patterns were evident for open patch as for canopy patch recruits. As we added genetic loci to the battery, the numbers of maternal candidates within the D , 2 window decreased and the D value of the best candidate increased, relative to the second best. Removing single mismatching loci resolved maternity for 75 of the 97 difficult recruits (58 via removal of a single pericarp locus and 17 more via removal of a single seedling locus). Our final success rate was thus (126 pericarp-obvious þ 36 mixed-assay compelling þ 75 single-locus mismatch) equal to 237 of the 259 open patch recruits (91.5%). Open patch assay is more challenging than canopy patch assay, but mixed assay is consistently an effective rescue strategy.
Discussion
Optimizing the Mixed Assay Protocol
Before the development of maternal tissue assay of seeds and fruit, genetic maternity analysis of already-distributed recruits was based on seedling genotypes, and the best that could be done for the monoecious case was to choose the most likely pair of candidates and assume that the closer of the 2 was the mother (e.g., Bacles et al. 2006; GonzalezMartínez et al. 2006) . Although that assumption may be reasonable for many cases, there are species and situations for which the inference on both the maternal and paternal dispersal kernels will be erroneous (e.g., Aldrich and Hamrick 1998; Chapman et al. 2003; Jordano et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2007; Sezen et al. 2009 ). With the advent of maternal tissue assay, routine practice has shifted to assaying those tissues instead, which has improved our ability to make maternal inference for at least a fraction of the new recruits, but as we have seen here, such assay often entails the elimination of a large fraction of recruits from analysis.
Meanwhile, seedling assay is generally more reliable than is seed assay under challenging field-sampling conditions.
With a seedling battery of no more than 6 microsatellites, we were able to reduce the list of included mothers substantially for any given recruit. We could probably reduce the list of included mothers a bit further by adding more seedling loci and could increase the D values of the better candidates, but with little improvement in the fraction of correctly designated maternal parents, inasmuch as the paternal parent is no less likely (genetically) than the maternal parent. The better strategy is to start with a reasonably effective seedling assay and augment with a small number (3 or 4) of reliably assayed maternal tissue loci, which should be sufficient to remove all but the correct maternal candidate from consideration under most circumstances.
Genetically Problematic Recruits
Even with the use of joint seedling and maternal tissue assay, we are typically presented with a nontrivial fraction of recruits for which no maternal candidate is evident, due either to genotyping errors or inflow from off site. Our treatment of null genotyping errors following Scofield et al. (2010) resulted in a notable increase in the number of assigned recruits (Table 1 ). The null allele error estimate used here (l N 5 0.02) was taken from regenotyping pericarps from acorns of Q. agrifolia from this same study site (Scofield et al. 2010) . That rate estimate may not be generic for all oaks (Moran and Clark 2011), but we explored rates ranging from (0.01 l N 0.04) and found that the value chosen had virtually no impact on our assignments (results not shown), whereas failure to allow for null allele errors substantially reduced our unambiguous assignment fractions (Table 1) .
We have adopted the usual practice of removing single ''problematic loci'' to assign most of ''problematic'' recruits to a maternal candidate but that choice warrants a comment. The practical reality is that genetic assay of microsatellite markers, particularly for degraded seed tissues, entails a nontrivial fraction of assay errors, and such problems are not always obvious by inspection; they will (falsely) exclude the maternal parent from consideration (Bonin et al. 2004) . Methods have been developed that recognize that erroneous microsatellite alleles may be observed that are similar in allele length to the true alleles and that one can account for such ''misreads'' when assigning parents (Hadfield et al. 2006; Moran and Clark 2011) . Our approach, by contrast, takes advantage of the greater data available within a mixed tissue assay framework but is analytically more conservative. We discard genotype information for problematic pericarp loci altogether and replace them with the corresponding information for those loci available from the seedling. We showed that removal of a single problematic pericarp locus revealed an obvious maternal candidate in most cases, with which the seedling was compatible.
For a few ''motherless recruits,'' a single seedling locus was incompatible with an otherwise (5-locus categorical) maternal candidate, with which the partial pericarp genotypes we did have were a perfect match. In those few cases also, we chose to suppress that single seedling locus and assigned the recruit to that ''obvious'' maternal candidate. The maternal inclusion probability is ,10 À6 for 6 loci and ,10 À5 for 5 loci, so our results are analytically secure. We have refrained from removing both pericarp and seedling genotypes from the same locus and from suppressing 2 loci, though the additional data available from mixed assay provide some room for further maneuver. The analytic approach can be extended to allow for more complex error models, including multiple-locus errors, but even with simple error models, we achieve a substantial increase in maternal resolution.
Variations on a Theme
We have used seedling and maternal tissue genotypes for maternal assay here, but the utility of mixed assay for parentage analysis can be extended. Having used pericarp assay to determine the maternal parent, Grivet et al. (2009) combined pericarp-only maternal assay with seedling assay to infer the paternal gamete for pollen analysis. Gonzales et al. (2006) combined maternally derived diploid elaiosome tissue from seeds with triploid endosperm assay to infer maternity and deduce the paternal gamete for breeding system analysis. In angiosperms, one might combine diploid nuclear markers with haploid chloroplast markers in both adults and seedlings, rather than using pericarp/endocarp tissues, to accomplish the same objectives. That becomes more attractive as microsatellite markers become more available for chloroplast haplotype designation (cf. Ebert and Peakall 2009) . In conifers, on the other hand, paternally inherited chloroplast markers can and have been used in conjunction with nuclear markers to infer paternity and pollen dispersal (e.g. Smouse and Robledo-Arnuncio 2005) . The use of paternally or maternally inherited haploid genomes that are even modestly variable will provide valuable information that can only improve parental determination, when combined with multilocus nuclear genotypes. Mixed assay could also be used with embryonic leaf tissue and seed genotypes collected from seed traps or granaries, coupled with geolocation of maternal parents, we can improve our resolution on the purely spatial aspects of dispersal. The essential genetic and statistical principles underlying parental designation in all of these applications are simple extensions of classic parentage analysis.
Inferential Extension
There are very substantial challenges to seedling establishment (Tyler 2006) in valley oak, and evaluating seed dispersal after germination may involve a variety of differential genetic survival effects that can confound the measurement of dispersal per se (e.g., Janzen 1970; Connell 1971; Nathan and Cassagrandi 2004) . Some of these effects last into adulthood, decades later (c.f. Dutech et al. 2005) . For valley oak, we are most interested in describing the ''effective dispersal'' of successful recruits, plausible substrate for a series of consequential questions on the impact of variable maternal fecundity, translating into unequal reproductive contributions to the pool of new recruits, the impact of spatially asymmetric pollen and seed dispersal on the resulting pattern of male and female parental contributions to the genetic diversity among new recruits (Grivet et al. 2009; Scofield DG, unpublished data) , as well as the relative impacts of seed and pollen dispersal on the spatial patterns of that genetic diversity, scattered patchily across micro-and mesoscale landscapes (Sork VL, unpublished data) .
The larger payoff from improving our maternal inference will come when we translate these very substantial gains in available sample size for new recruits into inference about the processes determining the level and spatial patterns of recruitment. We have here almost doubled our sample sizes with mixed assay. That should not change the nature of broader inference on recruitment processes, but it has already increased both our precision and our statistical power on all the parameters of derivative interest. Many studies are beset with difficult genetic assay constraints under field conditions, and they should profit from similar analytical treatment.
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